Two alternative pathways for the synthesis of dGTP and its incorporation into DNA were studied: guanine (Gua) -+ GMP -+ GDP -+ dGDP -+ dGTP -* DNA 
INTRODUCTION
Guanine (Gua) depletion by inhibition of IMP dehydrogenase in the 'de novo' pathway of guanine nucleotide synthesis led to a drastic DNA synthesis inhibition before the cellular dGTP pool was exhausted . This effect on DNA synthesis appeared to be associated with an extremely small functional precursor dGTP pool that was available for DNA synthesis (Duan & Sadee, 1987; Nguyen & Sadee, 1986) . Furthermore, selective repletion of dGTP pool with dG in hypoxanthine: guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (HGPRT)-deficient S-49 cells failed to restore DNA synthesis and only a supply of Gua ribonucleotides reversed the inhibition Nguyen et al., 1983) . Hence, we postulated that the dGTP precursor pool for DNA synthesis is sequestered in a small cellular compartment (Nguyen & Sadee, 1986) . Cellular compartmentation of nucleotide pools has been postulated (Mathews & Slabaugh, 1986) , and Reddy & Pardee (1980) have proposed the presence of a multienzyme complex for channelling deoxynucleoside triphosphates into DNA.
In mammalian cells, dGTP can be derived from either the 'de novo' synthesis pathway or the salvage pathways as depicted in Scheme 1. Gua, and through the action of PNP, G and dG, can provide cells with dGTP via the ribonucleotide intermediates and though the enzyme ribonucleotide reductase (RR), as in the case of ' de novo' synthesis, while only dG can be directly phosphorylated to Gua deoxyribonucleotides (dG -+ dGMP -. dGDP -. dGTP) (Nguyen & Sadee, 1986; Weber, 1983) . In an attempt to quantify the contributions of Gua-DNA by the two pathways, which could feed into separate cellular dGTP pools, we here utilize a double-mutant S-49 mouse T-lymphoma cell line, dGuo-L, with purine nucleoside phosphorylase (PNP) deficiency and partial RR resistance to dGTP feedback inhibition (Ullman et al., 1979) . The use of dGuo-L circumvents problems previously encountered in using PNP-deficient single-mutant cells (Nguyen & Sadee, 1986) (Albert & Gudus, 1985) . Cell cycle analysis Cell suspensions of 1 x 106 cells/ml fixed with 70 % (v/v) ethanol were centrifuged and stained with chromomycin A3 (1.7 x 10-5 M) solution containing MgCl2 (0.015 M) for 1 h. Cells were then filtered through nylon mesh (50,um diameter) and analysed on an FACS III flow cytometer at 457 nm. The fluorescence emission was recorded using a 520 nm long-pass filter (Crissman & Tobey, 1974 (Duan & Sadee, 1987 (Nguyen & Sadee, 1986) , which permits the determination of absolute DNA synthesis rates, assuming negligible dilution with endogenous Gua under these conditions. The plateau incorporation of Gua was 14 nmol/30 min per 108 cells (Fig. 1) , which was slightly higher than the reported DNA synthesis rate of -9 nmol of dG/30 min per 108 cells in S-49 wild-type cells . was then added to the cultures for 4 h before harvesting.
Error range for each point is < 5 % (n = 4).
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DISCUSSION
We have investigated the contribution of dGTP to DNA synthesis from two dGTP-synthesizing pathways in the S-49 cell line dGuo-L, which is PNP-deficient and carries an RR partially resistant to dGTP-feedback inhibition (Ullman et al., 1979) . Because of the partial resistance to dGTP-feedback inhibition of RR, dGuo-L cells were able to accumulate high levels of dGTP from exogenous dG through the direct phosphorylation pathway (-5-fold normal dGTP at 50 /sM-dG) without affecting DNA synthesis.
[14C]Gua (200 /LM), used to supply dGTP via the RR pathway, failed to elevate dGTP pools. Despite the ability of asynchronous dGuo-L cells to accumulate high levels of dGTP from exogenous dG, dGTP from the direct phosphorylation route (dG -. dGMP -+ dGDP -. dGTP) contributed only -12 % of total Gua in DNA at 50 ,tM-dG, while the rest of Gua-DNA came from ['4C]Gua via RR (Gua -+ GMP -+ GDP -+ dGDP -+ dGTP). Thus dGTP for DNA synthesis appeared to be derived mainly from pathways involving RR when Gua nucleotide precursors from both pathways were available. Two hypotheses can resolve this paradox: first, there is extensive cellular compartmentation which produces a small functional dGTP precursor pool with direct access to DNA synthesis; and secondly, dGTP accumulation by exogenous dGuo only occurs in G1, but not S-phase, cells. Consistent with the second hypothesis, exogenous dG caused a 4-fold higher accumulation of [3H]dGTP in G,-than in Sphase-enriched dGuo-L cells. Considering the contamination of Gl-phase cells in the S-phase-enriched cell population, the accumulation of dGTP from dG in Sphase cells was markedly lower than that in Gl-phase cells. It has been previously reported that RR is only active during the S-phase of the cell cycle (Albert & Gudus, 1985) during ongoing DNA synthesis, while deoxycytidine kinase (the major kinase species that phosphorylates dG) is active throughout the cell cycle (Eriksson et al., 1984 [14C]Gua is preferentially incorporated into DNA, reflects the high dGTP turnover in S-phase cells. These results provide no evidence for cellular dGTP compartmentation or a major role for a multienzyme complex that channels dGTP into DNA (Reddy & Pardee, 1980) . These results also account for the observations that dG is incapable of supporting DNA synthesis after blocking IMP dehydrogenase de novo by mycophenolic acid, unless very high dG levels are employed (together with impairment of dGTP-RR-feedback inhibition as in dGuo-L).
However, high levels of dG () 100 #iM) are toxic to dGuo-L cells by yet unknown alternative mechanisms. Furthermore high dG concentrations partially overcome the PNP deficiency in dGuo-L cells and provide a source of Gua ribonucleotides.
The results reported here are similar to those obtained by Leeds & Mathews (1987) with dC, and from our laboratory with dA (Duan & Sadee, 1987) , that also document a considerably higher turnover of dCTP and dATP during the S-phase of the cell cycle, which accounts for anomalies of tracer incorporation into deoxynucleoside triphosphate and DNA in asynchronous cell culture.
